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Frying
Fried foods are free from
the taste of grease. They now are tasty and crisp.
They are marie more digestible, for Crisco is all vegetable, The same Crisco can be used to fry fish, onion9,
doughnuts, etc., merely by straining out the food
particles after each Irving.
There Is no stnok nor odor.
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Shortening
Crisco gives pastry a new flakiness and digestibility.
Crisco always is of the same freshness and consistency.
It's uniform quality makes for uniform results.
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Crisco gives richness at smaller cost, It brings
back to popularity. Butter bills are reduced and'
cakes stay fresh and moist longer.
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lining you can use for your walls and

Unlike other wall boards it has h wood core,
which makes it impervious to moisture and heat;
makes it strong and enduring.
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Anyone who can drive a nail, can line walls or
build partitions with it,
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Each cake
is wrapped to
insure delivery to
you in a sanit-

ary condition
and to retain

it's original

delicate perfume.
Made in the cleanest most sanitary factory in the world.
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healthy and clean.

